Two parts of a work of art, one heartbeat apart.
TOPAZZ
The famous Anker Clock, the Kohlmarkt and the Cathedral of St. Stephen are all within walking distance in
one of the world´s richest cultural cities. This elegant Viennese boutique hotel is a modern homage to
Dagobert Peche and Koloman Moser, inspired by the design of the “Wiener Werkstätte”.

Rooms
32
09
08
15

Rooms in total
Superior Topazz Rooms
Deluxe Topazz Rooms
Prestige Topazz Rooms

Interior
○ Mahagony panelling
○ Marble bathrooms
○ High class bed system
○ Upholstered doors for utmost discretion
○ Satellite TV, large LED HD 3D flat-TV
○ Safe
○ Premium Hairdryer and cosmetic products
○ Nespresso coffee maker
○ "Grander Water“ revitalizing system

Guest Specials
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

A sweet delicacy upon arrival
Complimentary assortment of cold and warm
drinks and small delights in the TOPAZZ SALON
Complimentary high speed WiFi
Early check-in and late check-out upon availability
Insider-tips for Vienna off the beaten tourist tracks
Personalized city tours with our GM on request
Welcome drink at our LAMÉE ROOFTOP bar
or LAMÉE MINIBAR

Meetings and Events
TOPAZZ PENTHOUSE
Offers an exclusive terrace and an inspiring view of the
Viennese roof tops and St. Stephen´s Cathedral.
TOPAZZ SALON
A Viennese living room, which is a modern homage to the
artists of the "Wiener Werkstätte“. The cosy ambience is the
ideal place for private parties or relaxed meetings.

HOTEL TOPAZZ LAMEE . Lichtensteg 2-3 . 1010 Vienna . T+43 1 532 22 50
RECEPTION@HOTELTOPAZZLAMEE.COM . WWW.HOTELTOPAZZLAMEE.COM

Two parts of a work of art, one heartbeat apart.
LAMÉE
With its elegantly designed backdrop, the LAMÉE, directly vis-à-vis the TOPAZZ, caresses a touch of
Hollywood glamour from the ’30s – and offers a uniquely Viennese experience for its guests.

Rooms
32
11
03
09
05
04

Rooms in total
Cozy Lamée Rooms
Scenery Lamée Rooms
Grandiose Lamée Rooms 0
Studio Lamée Suites
Signature Lamée Suites

Interior
○ Macassar panelling
○ Marble bathrooms
○ High class bed system
○ Upholstered doors for utmost discretion
○ Satellite TV, large LED HD 3D flat-TV
○ Safe
○ Premium Hairdryer and cosmetic products
○ Nespresso coffee maker
○ "Grander Water“ revitalizing system

Guest Specials
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

A sweet delicacy upon arrival
Complimentary assortment of cold and warm
drinks and small delights in the TOPAZZ Salon
Complimentary high speed WiFi
Early check-in and late check-out upon availability
Insider-tips for Vienna off the beaten tourist tracks
Personalized city tours with our GM on request
Welcome drink at our LAMÉE ROOFTOP bar
or LAMÉE MINIBAR

The Lamée Experience
LAMÉE MINIBAR
The "new kid in town“ offers seasonal soul food essentials,
tea- and coffee creations, delicious cocktails, organic vegan
wine from our own production and homemade organic
lemonades.
LAMÉE ROOFTOP
It is the undisputedly best spot to take in Vienna’s famous
landmark, St. Stephen‘s Cathedral, with a cocktail or a glass of
organic vegan wine from our own production.
HOTEL TOPAZZ LAMEE . Lichtensteg 2-3 . 1010 Vienna . T+43 1 532 22 50
RECEPTION@HOTELTOPAZZLAMEE.COM . WWW.HOTELTOPAZZLAMEE.COM

Two parts of a work of art, one heartbeat apart.
Meetings & Events in the middle of Vienna.
Our exclusive event locations adapt to all needs: whether a lavish reception, unforgettable party or
exclusive conference; the charm of our premises are exquisite.

TOPAZZ SALON

TOPAZZ PENTHOUSE
○
○
○
○
○

A room size of 40 m² | 40 Guests
45 m² sized private terrace
Spectacular view of St. Stephen‘s Cathedral
Perfect for meetings, product presentations
or even unforgettable civil weddings.

LAMÉE MINIBAR
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○ A room size of 80 m² | 36 Guests
○ Illuminated by natural light
○ Perfect for relaxed meetings, private parties
○ or press conferences.

LAMÉE ROOFTOP

A room size of 25 m² | 20 Guests
Outdoor "Schanigarten“ | 8 Guests
Enjoy the hustle and bustle of the city
and observe some of the famous Viennese
carriages passing by.
Perfect for exclusive events, personal
get-togethers or private cocktail parties.

○
○
○
○
○

A size of 150 m² | 96 Guests
100% outdoor location | 365 days open
Spectacular view of St. Stephen‘s Cathedral
Perfect for cocktail receptions and exclusive
parties over the roofs of Vienna.

HOTEL TOPAZZ LAMEE . Lichtensteg 2-3 . 1010 Vienna . T+43 1 532 22 50
RECEPTION@HOTELTOPAZZLAMEE.COM . WWW.HOTELTOPAZZLAMEE.COM

